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Navitaire GoNow: Day-of-Departure
Made Smarter
GoNow is Navitaire’s advanced day-of-departure suite offering
today’s evolving airlines a comprehensive, scalable solution to
support efficient, cost-effective operations and empower revenue
expansion and profitability. The solution provides carriers with
an integrated multi-channel platform for airports, as well as
convenient and easy-to-use applications for passengers, agents
and ground handlers.
GoNow offers carriers using any business model a highly flexible day-of-departure
solution designed to streamline check-in and boarding processes, incorporate
integrated ancillary revenue sales and deliver enhanced passenger service.
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Built on an open architecture, GoNow allows carriers to balance customer
service and cost-efficient customer experience differentiation. The platform
enables carriers to tailor passenger service options and agent workflow
parameters to enforce policy applications, and proactively offer ancillary
options to travelers to help keep departures running smoothly. GoNow also
supports links to other industry and airline partners via Inter-Airline Through
Check-In (IATCI) services to their passengers.
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Benefits

Out-of-the-Box Platform to Leverage Day-of-Departure Ancillary Sales
Use the GoNow Kiosk and GoNow Agent solutions to sell more services to travelers
across more touchpoints — even at the gate. GoNow allows airlines to offer contextsensitive or standard add-ons, such as complimentary or paid preferred seating,
priority boarding, upgrades, inflight meals, Wi-Fi, tailored baggage allowances,
merchandise and more.
Turnkey Self-Service Channels without Application Programming Interface
(API) Development
Gain speed to market and greater compatibility, with kiosk and agent modules ready
for configuration and testing. GoNow also delivers enhanced compatibility with the
New Skies® reservations system, helping clients avoid the cost and complexity of
development and maintenance of custom-built kiosk or agent-facing applications
using APIs.
Greater Convenience, Control and Accuracy
Create and define rules-driven workflows for customers, agents or ground handlers,
including built-in checks and controls to support fee collections, tailored policy applications or alerts to agents for passenger-handling exceptions. GoNow’s flexible
parameters can support passenger differentiation, provide reassurance to travelers
and help prevent documentation or policy compliance issues.
Improved Efficiency and Customer Service
Help agents manage and monitor check-in and boarding processes more effectively
with intuitive, at-a-glance views of actions, responses and departure status. The
GoNow platform is aligned with Common Use industry standards to support
extensions to other devices such as barcode readers, passport readers, credit card
readers, self-boarding gates and more. Clients can also integrate GoNow Day-ofDeparture services with alliance and interline airline partner loyalty programs and
customer recognition programs, and can liaise via messaging services to their travel
partners’ DCS.
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Use GoNow to promote
ancillary offers

GoNow Kiosk Features

Seats

Legroom

Meals

Baggage

Express Boarding

Lounge Pass

Fly Ahead

Onboard Access

Merchandise

■■

Sell virtually any ancillary or flight-related service during the check-in process

■■

Create and offer custom-marketing seat properties and preferences

■■

Consistently apply seat, upgrade, baggage and other fees during check-in

■■

 pply passenger-centric fee rules at check-in, offer differentiated fee amounts, free
A
allotments, or application by passenger or market segment

■■

 utomatically calculates and enforces baggage fees, and displays the running total
A
to passengers

■■

Integrate Navitaire’s Fly Ahead feature to dynamically offer alternate flights to
travelers to aid in passenger handling, generate revenue or avoid flight delays or
potential denied boardings

■■

Certified for most Common Use environments

■■

E mploys quick-search options including 2D barcode scan, customer ID number
(CID), frequent flyer card, passport, or credit card swipe

■■

E nforces document collection for integrated security programs including
Secure Flight, AQQ, watch lists, e-Borders, APIS, APPS, PNRGOV and iAPPs

■■

 ccesses centralized PNR data source for both GoNow and New Skies®. This
A
enables changes made in either system to be instantly updated and available
in both systems.

■■

Issue bag tags with corresponding inactive BSM from enabled hardware
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GoNow Agent Features

Integration with
New Skies

■■

E nables airline-specific conditional workflow which is easy-to-use,
easy-to-learn, plus enforces processes across all agents

■■

Automatically calculates and enforces baggage and seat fees

■■

E nforces travel and security document collection based on market and system
confirmation at each check-in and boarding channel

■■

Displays easy-to-view color-coded result of each boarding transaction to agents

■■

Presents configurable boarding warnings for open or declined payments

■■

S upports IATCI integration for travel partner carrier check-in, boarding pass
issuance and baggage tagging with a visual prompt to the agent for the
down-line segments

■■

Integrates with Navitaire’s Fly Ahead feature to dynamically offer alternate flights
to travelers to aid in passenger handling and avoid flight delays or potential
denied boardings, or to generate revenue

■■

 ccesses centralized PNR data source for both GoNow and New Skies. The changes
A
made in either system to be instantly updated and available in both systems.

■■


Links
with advanced features available in New Skies Seating to enable groups
of passengers to be seated together, while taking into account priority seating
zones, occupancy factors, fare pricing, special service requests, weight and load
balancing, and memberships in frequent flyer programs

■■

Certified for most Common Use environments

■■

E asy seat management for reseating, on-loading and even upgrading or
downgrading passengers based on the selected flight leg

■■

 ultiple boarding device and lane capability, including boarding through
M
automated eGates

The Navitaire GoNow Day-of-Departure solution is closely integrated with the
broader Navitaire New Skies reservations suite; and is deployed as a separate
graphical user interface (GUI) for easy desktop integration at airports. The GoNow
GUIs are cross-certified with New Skies releases for compatibility with the relevant
core system releases. As a separate GUI application, clients may be able to
deploy departure service releases independent of core New Skies releases for
greater flexibility.
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Navitaire delivers industry-leading technology services that help enable
growth, proﬁtability and innovation to more than 50 airlines and rail
companies worldwide, including many of the world’s most successful
airlines. Navitaire oﬀers a full suite of proven solutions to help clients
grow their business, reduce costs, capture new revenue sources and
readily connect with digital customers and business partners.
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